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Looking for an engaging fantasy adventure story that kids love to read?
Want a safe and professional environment where kids can discuss deep issues such as bullying,
resilience, and finding meaning in life?
Want an exciting motivational and magic show Kids love?

The Tae’anaryn – a show by
Dr Joe on Bullying,
Resilience and Life.
Book blurb: Kialessa was different.
She had horns. She had a tail. She
couldn’t burn. With all this
difference how would she find a way
to fit in a world that didn’t seem to
want her? On the other hand,
perhaps being different is just what
the world desperately needs. Then
Kia uncovers a plot to destroy the king of Lenmer’el, and that
includes everything and everyone she cares about. What
should she do? … What would you do?
Reader comments: “Un-put-downable” Emily, avid reader aged 13. “Just as good as Harry Potter”
Karlie, a young fan of fantasy and superheroes stories aged 11. “When is the sequel coming out!” male
fan, aged 10, USA.
Teacher notes: This amazing new show by Dr Joe, based on his new book series
“The Tae’anaryn,” discusses bullying, being and bad hair days. The show has a
strong basis in the social sciences, but makes use of magic tricks to engage and
entertain learners. We live in an amazing world, and magic teaches us to look
beyond what we see to find real meaning (and, yes, some magic tricks will be
explained). This show gives the audience the chance to share ideas and
experience solutions to some of lives most challenging situations (bullying,
developing resilience, and finding meaning in one’s life in particular), all from the
safe distance of a fantasy story setting. Contact Joe@drjoe.id.au to find out more,
or go to www.DrJoe.id.au for show prices and details.
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